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Abstract
E-commerce has become a major player in today’s marketplace having a large database of products and number of retailers and consumers use these services. However, these products are placed into different categories according to the structure of different websites. An
automatic classification model helps in classifying the products efficiently. This paper presents a comparative study on different algorithms from supervised learning model to classify real-world datasets related to e-commerce products. The results show that KNN is the
best model with the highest accuracy to classify the data used in the study. Hence, KNN model is a good approach in classifying ecommerce products.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, most retailers prefer to use the exciting environment of electronic commerce also known as e-commerce platforms in promoting their products and services. It encloses a wide range of interaction processes between various market users include order, delivery,
invoice and payment processes [1]. The growth of e-commerce is contributed the most by the easiness of transacting money over internet
and the availability of various kind of products [2]. There are large inventories with millions of products sold in the online marketplaces.
These products are posted across different countries through e-commerce websites such as 11street, Amazon, e-Bay and Alipay. Consumers are able to view many new products in these websites over time. Most of the websites are well-structured and they consist of
product information such as the product name, description, price, and image. However, most of the products are assigned into desired
categories manually by the retailers. Thus, the availability of classification models may help in categorizing the products a utomatically.
The classification of e-commerce products can be done using supervised learning model. A supervised learning model is fairly common
in solving classification problems because the goal is to acquire the computer to learn a classification system that has been created. Various types of supervised learning models have been used in many fields of studies such as market segmentation [3], natural language processing [4], bioinformatics [5] and pattern recognition [6]. However, the comparison between well-known supervised learning models
including Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest is not yet to be
seen in a research related to product classification. It is important to assess the performance of each model because the results provide
valuable information regarding the best model to classify this kind of data.
Hence, this paper aims to compare the performance of supervised learning models in classifying different categories of e-commerce
products. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the supervised learning models used in the research, the dataset used and research design; Section 3 presents the performance measures and the corresponding evaluation results; Section 4 concludes the research and directions for future work.

2. Method
2.1. Supervised Learning Model
Supervised learning model is used to make predictions based on information about the targets and the features of data. It infers a function
according to a given set of input-output data respectively. Normally, the input data provides a set of observations with which the computer is trained [7]. Each observation consists of an input vector and a desired output value. A supervised learning model trains the data
and generates a general rule or function to be used for predicting or classifying new inputs.
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2.1.1. Naïve Bayes
Naïve Bayes is a classification model based on Bayes theorem introduced by Thomas Bayes and it has been used as conventional paradigm since late 18th century [8]. It is one of probabilistic-based classifiers where it predicts the probability of the sample itself before
choosing the class with highest probability given the observation. It is widely used in text categorization, sentiment analys is and spam
filtering [9]. The algorithm for Naïve Bayes [10] is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Naïve Bayes Algorithm

2.1.2. K-Nearest Neighbor
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is the fundamental classification model to classify observations according to closest training examples in the
feature space when there is little or no prior knowledge on the distribution of the data [11]. It is an instance-based learning where the
function is close to local value and the computations are deferred before the classifying process occurs. Basically, the rule holds the training set as a whole during the learning process. Then, each observation is assigned to a class according to the majority label of its KNN in
the training dataset. A sample should be grouped into its similar surrounding samples. Thus, the nearest neighbor samples can be considered to classify or predict an unknown sample. The algorithm for KNN [12] is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Algorithm

2.1.3. Decision Tree
Decision Tree is a model with flowchart-like structure. It is created by a tree and a set of rules representing each of the classes from a
dataset. Decision Tree consists of three main elements which are internal node, branch and class label where each of them represents a
test attribute, a test outcome and a leaf node respectively [13]. Fig. 3 shows the algorithm for Decision Tree [9].
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Fig. 3: Decision Tree Algorithm

2.1.4. Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is usually used for classification and was introduced by reference [14]. It works based on the calculation
of margins between the classes. The margins are drawn to minimize the classification error when the distance between the margin and the
classes is a maximum. SVM had been applied into various fields of studies such as gene expression, text classification and image identification [15]. This model is considered to give good generalization accuracy but it may cause a quadratic optimization problem with
bound constraints and a lack of linear equality in the training process. The algorithm for SVM [16] is given in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Support Vector Machine (SVM) Algorithm

2.1.5. Random Forest
Random Forest is also known as the ensemble of decision tree algorithm. Fig. 5 shows the algorithm for Random Forest [17]. It consists
of a collection of tree-structured classifiers where each of the classifiers is an independent identically distributed random vector. This
algorithm can maintain its performance even though the data consists of a large proportion of missing values [18].

Fig. 5: Random Forest Algorithm
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2.2. Dataset
Department of Statistics Malaysia (DOSM) has collected product information from one of the online store website in Malaysia t hrough
STATSBDA project known as Price Intelligence (PI) using its prototype web scraper. A few leaf nodes were used to represent the chosen
categories from the browse tree of the website. Table 1 shows the description of the two corpora selected for this research which are fresh
food and household products data. The six categories under Household data set are air freshener, floor cleaners, laundry, light bulbs,
household sundries and toilet cleaner. Meanwhile, the five categories under Fresh Food category are bakery, fish & seafood, fresh fruits,
fresh meat & poultry and noodles.
Table 1: Summary description of data sets
Dataset

Category

Instance

Number of Feature

Household
Fresh Food

6
5

684
447

138
88

Number of Feature after
Feature
Selection
116
78

2.3. Research Design
In this research, there were several steps involved before classifying the data as shown in Figure 6. The steps were data extraction, data
pre-processing, feature extraction and feature selection. These were the basic steps in research related to text mining. After data extraction, there were three preprocessing steps involved which were tokenization, stop word removal and stemming [9]. The data preprocessing is a crucial step to ensure the data is standardized and in a proper form. The standardized form was achieved after applying the
three preprocessing steps where product descriptions were tokenized into words at first. Then, stop words were removed from the word
list and the remaining words were stemmed to ensure the words followed the root word forms.
The feature extraction and selection are important to make sure the data are well transformed into significance and good features before
performing the classification process [19]. The selection of features may affect the accuracy of a classification model. Hence, the research had utilized the bag-of-word and correlation feature selection technique to perform data extraction and selection respectively.
Then, the chosen features were used as inputs to perform different classification models from supervised learning models. All the steps
were computed using R-Programming software.

Fig 6: Flowchart of the Research

3. Results and Discussion
The evaluation was done by observing the classification results of five algorithms from supervised learning model. The analysis was
made on two different datasets as mentioned in section 2.3. Table 2 shows the accuracy of classification models for household data set.
Firstly, the highest accuracy for the data with six categories was performed by KNN model. On the other hand, the performance of Random Forest model was highly good as KNN model, but the performance of other classification models was more than 65% except for
Naïve Bayes model. Besides that, the result from Fresh Food data led to approximately similar conclusion as the result obtained from
Household data. The highest accuracy rate to classify the data consisted of five categories is KNN model. Specifically, only KNN and
Random Forest models showed good accuracy rates compared to other classification models. The Naïve Bayes model was the worst classifier among the five algorithms used in the study to classify both of the data.
Method
Naïve Bayes
KNN
Decision Tree
SVM
Random Forest

Dataset
Household
16.99
94.66
85.44
69.42
93.69

Fresh Food
14.07
82.96
67.41
44.44
78.52
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From the results, it was clear that KNN model outperformed other supervised learning models. However, the performance of Random
Forest model was not far behind the KNN model. This result tied well with previous study by reference [20] wherein the performance of
both models were preferable compared to other supervised learning models toward breast cancer data. Meanwhile, several studies had
also found that KNN model is superior in classifying different kind of data [21]–[23]. Among the algorithms based on supervised learning models used in the study, Naïve Bayes performed not as good as the other algorithms. It is proved that the performance of Naïve
Bayes model is affected by the distribution of the data [24]. Normally, it performed well on the real world data where the nature of the
data drifts over the time. However, the data used in the study were independent and identically distributed data.

4. Conclusion
The paper presents comparative evaluation of different algorithms from supervised learning model for the problem related to classification of e-commerce products. Overall, KNN model performed the best compared to the other four classification models. For future work,
the optimal number of neighbors (K) value of KNN model can also be investigated in enhancing the performance of the model. The performance of unsupervised and semi-supervised learning model can also be explored in classifying e-commerce products.
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